- Echoes from Karen Land : (Sgaw Karen)
- Ethnic Folktakes of Burma : (Sgaw Karen)
- Though Our Ancestors are Gone : (Sgaw Karen)
- Gulliver's Travels : (Sgaw Karen)
- The Happy Prince and Other Tales of Oscar Wilde : (Sgaw Karen).
- The Giant and Other Tales : (Sgaw Karen)
- Stories From Around the World : (Sgaw Karen)
- Animal Farm : (Sgaw Karen). The George Orwell classic. Did you know Orwell spoke Sgaw Karen?
- 10th Anniversay Student Stories : (Sgaw Karen)
- Teachers I Remember : (Sgaw Karen)
- The Good Earth : (Sgaw Karen) The Pearl S. Buck classic
- The Pearl : (Sgaw Karen) The John Steinbeck classic
- Stories my Grandmother Told : (Sgaw Karen)
- The Golden Lotus and Other Tales : (Sgaw Karen)
- The Ywa Thit Gyi Mysteries : (Sgaw Karen)
- Your Generation and Mine : (Sgaw Karen)
- Images in my Memory : (Sgaw Karen)
- The Last Leaf and Other Tales : (Sgaw Karen) : Translation of classic short stories from O'Henry, Shirley Jackson and more
- Karen Ghost Stories : (Sgaw Karen) : Winning entries from the Drum 2012 Stories Writing Competition for Adults
- Echoes from Karen Land: (Burmese)
- The Golden Lotus and Other Tales: (Burmese)
- The Ywa Thit Gyi Mysteries: (Burmese)